
Notes from Discussion on 1/23/07 
Rapporteur:  Julian Sachs 
 
Kutzbach ’86  -  Aaron Donohue 
 
-atmos GCM, perpetual summer or winter 
-different run every 3 kyr:  change insol, ice topography, albedo 
-fixed CO2 
**fixed snow cover (70degN July, 42 degN Jan)—Gerard thinks this is a crappy 
assumption 
-big results:  monsoon response consistent with expectation from insolation forcing 
(even when SSTs and snow lines are fixed at modern values):  9 ka, stronger monsoon 
(30%) comp to 0ka precession-driven 
Consistent with data from Oman speleothem, SE China speleothems & lakes, Arabian 
Sea upwelling indicators, etc. 
-storm tracks (fig. 13):  small changes 9ka vs 0 ka.  winter time changes muted compared 
to summer time changes (Gerard); split flow during LGM due to ice sheets 
 We would expect a stronger jet 9ka vs 0ka due to incr insol gradient….  But David B. 
says this model would not be able to resolve that….  And the fixed SSTs and fixed snow 
lines would tend to anchor the jet and reduce changes associated with insolation 
-David B—fix SST and almost no change in the sun will influence the storm track 
** Modern SSTs prescribed at 9ka….  Bad assumption (CLIMAP SSTs at 18 ka) 
-David B.—Bush model study argues that storm track in early Holocene much stronger 
-R15, T21 models ~ 4x8 deg resoln of land surface smooths high topography and likely 
results in poor precip patterns 
(T42—2.5 x 4 deg rsoln, min used today for climate) 
--Gerard:  has a problem w/ modelers and wiggle matchers:  don’t quantify things 
 
 
 
Bond’97 – Katie 
 
-2 N Atl sed cores, 0-30 ka 
-Proxies:  IRD, petrology (hematite staining=Greenland derived; Iceland glass), pachy 
left plank foram 
-1470 yr spacing of ice rafting events; LIA last of them….  Same spacing persists 0-60 ka 
TRENDS:  n. pachy right indicate cooling 8-0ka 
-VM28-14 shows decreasing trend of #lithic grains ~9-6ka; possibly consistent with the 
known decrease in ice volume/incr in sea level (20%) 10-7 ka 
-circulation changes in the Lab Sea alone could influence ice trajectories in GIN Seas in 
the absence of ice sheet calving on Greenland/Iceland 
-VM28-14:  Icelandic glass & total lithics decr in concert in early Hol; consistent with an 
Iceland source for the IRD at that site 
-Transport (strength & trajectory) vs source strength Both could be the cause of 
the observed ice rafted proxy changes 
-No significant trnd in hematite stained grains in either core 



VARIABILITY:  IRD, %hematite& %icelandic glass grains in Holocee section of 
VM29-191 do appear to have coincident maxima and they do appear to occur every 
1-2 kyr 
-Source vs Transport:  if both Iceland & Greenland – derived pebbles are found in both 
cores to maximize at the same time then transport may possibly be ruled out as the 
primary cause for the variations.  But circulation and /or climate changes could still have 
modulated the iceberg fluxes to both locations. 


